Introduction
'Transformation' has become a popular buzzword in many sectors of post-apartheid South African society. From the public (Bender 2008:91; Department of Education 2002; Department of Education South Africa 1997; DPSA 1997; Waghid 2002:457-488) to the private sector (CANSA 2016a; Working Group 2012:11) , from platforms (SACC 2017) to pulpits (Travis 2014:4, 63, 141) to the pews (Van Wyk 2017), and from the public treasury (National Treasury Republic of South Africa 2017:vii) to piggy banks (Iten 2016) , industries are poked to crystallise transformation (Department of Tourism 2016:3-5, 17; Pieterse 2005:155-166) . What is 'transformation'? 'Transformation' in Africa (Kelkil 2015:2; Tesagaye & Sewenet 2017:347, 350-351) and by South African policymakers has been ex cathedra perceived as social-political (Lombaard 2015; Spies 2010:14) , and socio-economic transformation (Clarke & Basset 2016:183-186) . Various scholars (Chipkin 2008:132; Desai 2008:325; Morrow 2008:267; Naidoo 2008:120) and institutions (Hoppers 2012:1-4 ; National Treasury Republic of South Africa 2017:1) like universities (Hoppers 2010:87-88; Letsekha 2013:5-7) and organisations or non-profit organisations (NPOs) (CANSA 2016b; Nauta 2004:169, 262 ) interpret transformation or development as 'structural' (Nauta 2004:264) or agentive. An 'agent' is a bounded, but not determined individual who can alter structures through practice (or praxis). 'Structure' is the larger, more perduring settings and conditions that result from the ongoing relationships between individuals (Dornan 2002:305) . In general, the above phenomenon of (individual) agency and structuration theory is often viewed as a panacea to achieve redress in South Africa. The agentive approach reflects an agreement, reaction and desire to counter the 'deep moral, social and economic scars' (Nauta 2004:150) afflicted and effected by the previous South African deterministic political dispensation. The current transformation agenda's purposeful, intentional actions and alterations (follow Hoppers 2010:89-90) are, however, narrow, limited and less inspiring, considering that it is already, and also a gradual receding from Ubuntu 1 as well as a chimera -when not taking into account and owning the failures of transformation's design. Firstly, Jones (2000:445-457) , Naidoo (2008:119) and Van der Linde-de Klerk, Martin and de Beer (2014:93-115 ) state the boundedness of agents' skills and knowledge. In the second place, Agbiji and Swart (2015:13) and Nauta (2004:166, 169, 173) emphasise the limits of ideology. Thirdly, Swartz and Davies (1997: 293) draw attention to the effect of mass urbanisation. Also noteworthy is internal contradictions raised by financial concerns (Nauta 2004:251-253) .
The 'transformation' of disciplines and organisations has been increasingly pursued by South African policymakers. Many understand community engagement or development as 'structural' or 'agentive'. For most African citizens, however, transformation's starting point is the obligation towards the divine and towards others. It will be suggested that spiritual transformation (as an aspect of African spirituality) is more appropriate for the South African setting. The article will offer the overarching foundational spiritual framework of spiritual transformation as a possible object to a future discourse. A literature review will allow the mapping of different transformational stages or movements. The dynamics of the African spiritual-based concept of joy as a bridge to new possibilities will be tracked. The findings will point to the importance of clashing or complementing spiritual experiences, directing Africans towards a new spirituality. It will be indicated how change agents can develop sustainable transformative methodologies for different contexts, relevant to the developmental challenges of communities and organisations. Successful transformation involves nurturing communities from a spiritual perspective, specifically the experience of joy as part of the original African spirituality.
There is no doubting the influence of community dynamics (Nauta 2004:172, 262) . Subsequently, religious nonchalance and indifference can weaken resolve (Agbiji & Swart 2015:8) . The sixth is competition for power, resources (Nauta 2004:262) and consequently social status (Agbiji & Swart 2015:14) , and finally, antithetical value systems like collective societies' absence of self-critique (Appadurai & Breckenridge 2008:352) . Even so, the boundedness of the construct does not altogether eclipse the practical value of transformation. On the contrary, authors use transformation exactly in the place where they seek to conceptualise spirituality (Waaijman 2002:455) . The potential for transformation lies hitherto in the domain of spirituality (Tobler 2002:51) . Follow Lama and Tutu (2016:4, 106, 147, 161, 197, 286, 325, 345) , Vilakati, Shcurink and Viljoen (2013:1) and Tutu (1999:229, 265) .
Because an etic perspective can attune one to relationships between external structural variables and behaviours, I hope to -instead of generalities -present a more functionalist version of transformation (follow Morris et al. 1999:790) . In the light of assumptions that it is possible to structure (Grant 2007:16,17,18) and legislate transformation, following the continued faith, and investment placed in stakeholders' transformatory potential, this article seeks to explore and consider a theoretical framework of spiritual transformation in the context of African spirituality (Brown 2010:173) . Finally, the opportunities rendered by joymotion will be explored. This will be followed by a discussion on the inherently overlapping stages or movements of African spiritual transformation.
I should add here a few explanatory notes before the discussion. Spiritual transformation is the process of restoration of the divine-human relationship. It goes one step further than transformation on its own: rather, it is transformation by God leading to unlimited possibilities (Rahner 1984:61) . I would like to preface this article by stating that I adopt an etic perspective (that of an outsider looking in) as I am not a member of the African culture. I endeavour to discuss -with a degree of humility -the main tenets underpinning African spirituality. In addition, although the Bible holds a central place in contemporary African Christian life and thought (Mwombeki 2001:121-128) , it is the general take of this article that African Christian spirituality is still rooted in African spirituality (Froise 2005:56-59; Van Dyk & Nefale 2005:52) . Most Africans 'are still being influenced by, and experience the deep-rooted African traditional believes to an extent' (Knoetze 2015) . The core argument in the article is that what matters to Africans is not so much the hype around transformation. Rather, the article contends that spiritual transformation precedes a relevant transformation agenda.
Tides and transformations
The tides and times are turning. As circumstances change, people change with it. Before I explore how people change, it will be conducive to take note of the outer horizon. Waaijman (2007:3) distinguished two horizons: an outer and inner horizon. The outer horizon is a person's historical, socio-psychological, economic and cultural environments. The inner horizon is spiritual transformational experience such as virtues and prayer practices (Van den Hoogen 2011:101; Waaijman 2002:3). The South African society stands, regarding the inner horizon, currently between the tidelands. As Lombaard notes: 'Spirituality never stands detached from, and is conditioned by, the culture or society in which it is expressed' (Lombaard 2012:163) . The primeval African sage, Hermes Trismegistus' words are fitting:
Everything flows, out and in; everything has its tides; all things rise and fall; the pendulum-swing manifests in everything; the measure of the swing to the right is the measure of the swing to the left; rhythm compensates. (Three Initiates 1912:33) There are two parallel tides on African spiritual transformation. Firstly, the traditionalists are of the opinion that personal commitment and responsibility, and therefore spiritual transformation, are embedded in what I call spiritual centrifugality. Spiritual centrifugality communicates collaboration, exchanges information and distributes accumulated group knowledge (see Sapir 1963:49) based on care and shared concern (Sachs 1992:64, 174), for instance, Ubuntu (Tlhagale 2011:21) and several rites of passage (Masango 2006:113) . Rites of passage such as circumcision, marriage and burials shape the African person through sharing of experiences in order to live harmoniously with others (Masango 2006:113) . According to this view, because of Africans' personal understanding that all humans are interconnected (Sigger, Polak & Pennink 2010:55) , they find it easy to be compassionate towards other human beings. This community orientation is, according to Masango (2006:113) , based on the assumption that 'African people have no private faith or private spirituality', and that 'the individual identity of an African almost does not exist' (Theletsane 2012:271) . This view is still prevalent in South Africa.
In the second view, the restorers of Ubuntu argue that recent social upheaval led to the unravelling and subsequent breakdown of Ubuntu (Masango 2006:113) . For a more complete picture of critique on Ubuntu, follow Mzondi (2012) and Murithi (2006:14) . The desire is to return to Ubuntu in order to rebuild and revitalise the community (Masango 2006:942; Theletsane 2012:276-277) . For these af(r)icionados, 2 the spirit of Ubuntu (as a transformational vehicle or an agent) will help the nation 'to find a new identity which will transcend the ethnic divisions that haunt the African continent' (Mbigi & Maree 1995:9) . To transform back to Ubuntu is to rebuild the nation to its original way of living, and respecting each other as being done before' (Masango 2006:942) .
Taking into consideration that the above traditionalists and restorers provide a rich tableau to aid change, it is also of importance to note that they in addition contribute to the 2.An aficionado is a person who is very knowledgeable and enthusiastic about an activity, subject or pastime (Stevenson 2010:28 ). An af(r)icionado can be a person who is very knowledgeable and enthusiastic about returning to African values like Ubuntu.
perception that African spirituality is stagnant or obsolete. By 'harking back to a time before mass urbanisation' (Swartz & Davies 1997:293) these views result in leaping over the following tidal markers. One is that Ubuntu's after-effect is not a very positive zezindwangu [isiZulu], lappieskombers [Afrikaans] or quilt (follow Neocosmos 2006; Ramphele 2008:117, 176, 298; Thomas 2009:51, 53; United Nations Development Programme 2003) . Another is that Ubuntu does not automatically guarantee change (Swartz & Davies 1997:293) . In the third place, Ubuntu in modern times has to be 'more explicit' (Thomas 2009:57) . Fourthly, this incidentally takes care of the fact that there is an urgency for creative thinking (Thomas 2009:52, 57) . Fifthly, there is a lack of processuality in the discourse on African spirituality, and therefore a necessitas for a spiritual process 'that (can) hold African spirituality together' (Muto 2011:93) .
To be able to hold humanity and Africa together, I will follow the advice of Masango (2006:113) , namely to dig deep(er) 'into the African concept of spirituality'. I will offer a next level of how spirituality could contribute towards fostering a more relevant transformation agenda in Africa (Agbiji & Swart 2015:16) by adding in the vein of African spirituality's hermetic heritage a third angle, namely African spirituality as a transformative process. The goal of the article is to harmonise the outgoing and incoming tide. So, how can and do Africans transform spiritually?
African spiritual transformation: The shifting sacred
So far we have focused on the different interpretations of African transformation. Lifting our gaze to the global horizon (Makhanya 2011:5) , it is important to note that this discussion takes place amidst a gradual recrudescence of transformation in religious institutions worldwide (Harless 2012:10, 138, 139, 149, 151; Stetzer & Rainer 2010) , from the perspectives of architecture (Beliveau 1988; Kilde 2002) , music (Chung & Sawyer 2008:131-148) , dance (Ragin, Farley & Contrary to studies that assume that Africans do not focus on personal change (Nurnberger 2007:31, 44; Tlhagale 2011:21) , there is substantial evidence that in order to overcome the dichotomy between the sacred and the profane, Africans acknowledge (concordant with spiritual centrifugality) spiritual centripetality (Falk 2001; Mugambi 1995:6, 39, 186) . I might note here that spiritual centripetality is an individual's transformative capacity to not just act on the behest of his or her culture or environment, but to also actively examine and create his or her own domain of influence. Such persons have a separate spiritual identity and ontological status, above and beyond their surroundings, namely, that of the heavenly kingdom. Two sterling examples are the following. Firstly, Mosha (2000:50) emphasised the 'human predisposition and tendency in Africa to seek social, as well as personal moral transformation'. As Mercy Odoyuye (1999:19) attested: 'To participate (as an African childless woman theologian) in the ever-widening stream of resurrecting people is to know fruitfulness, to be transformed'. Secondly, the African theologian Mugambi (1995:11-14, 15 ) noted that in order to redirect re-active liberation theology to pro-active personal reconstruction, individual renewal is needed. Ngong calls it 'inner transformation ' (2010:47) . It is fitting because spiritual transformation takes place on an individual level (before God). I distinguish between three types of spiritual transformation, following the work by Kees Waaijman, 'Spirituality: Forms, Foundations, Methods' (Dutch, 2000; English translation, 2002) . They are labelled deformation, reformation and transformation. Deformation is conformity to the world. One has no prospects or hope, and is limited by people or situations or yourself, self-orientated and/or self-absorbing (Waaijman 2006:44, 460, 461) . Reformation proceeds from God and entails a renewal of the mind to distinguish what is good, distinguishable by action. Transformation entails being orientated towards, dissolved in and conformed to divine reality (Waaijman 2002:456, 517) . Spiritual transformation is not linear. It is a process, and individuals can oscillate between ecstasy and confusion, a feeling of nothingness, but also triumph (Steenkamp-Nel 2018). Finally, from a communal or national perspective, Yontef observed that for a 'nation to individuate, it is necessary for people to individuate' (Yontef 1993:183) . As Huls (2006) pointed out so eloquently:
We can no longer return to what we had learned. Then it is no longer possible to hide ourselves behind others. We will have to give a personal answer with regard to the vital questions we are confronted with. (p. 68)
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So, Africans show us that the definition regarding the outer horizon should be broadened by adding obsolete beliefs. My reason being that when a person's religious convictions (which are supposed to transform the person) broaden or attenuate, so too does the person's inner horizon. According to the Africans above some of their traditional spiritual beliefs formed them, but no longer transformed them. It became or is stagnant, and therefore became or is their context. Ubuntu, for some, shifted to their outer horizon.
Spiritual centripetality, however, takes time. Mugambi confirmed the processual aspect of transformation: 'Process thought appreciates the perennial ebb and flow of human cultural and religious achievements ' (1995:xv) . A literature review will now allow the mapping of different transformational stages or movements regarding spiritual centripetality. I will first introduce ripples of deformation that allow us to be closer to the African experience. This will be followed by a discussion on reformation. Finally, a more pertinent exploration of the dynamics of 'joymotion' and how the realities of joy open up possibilities of growth will be explored. Finally, I will end the discussion by giving new consideration to the ways in which change agents can develop and utilise sustainable transformative methodologies for different contexts, relevant to the developmental challenges of communities and organisations.
Fragments and fractures of deformation
The racial rift that characterised South Africans' social and political outer horizon is increasingly fracturing into or shifting towards varied cross-cutting social identities (Schulz-Herzenberg 2009:22), and value systems (Idang 2015:106-110) caused by democratisation (Schulz-Herzenenberg 2009:11,27), increased education and income, and newly adopted religious, class or occupational identities (Mattes 2004:8 (Higgins 2016:5) . It must indeed be disappointing from a governmental perspective to see a dream collapse. Why do South Africans not journey along the rainbow path (anymore)?
One reason is recent policies' 'value neutral' orientation (Conradie & Pillay 2015:8) . This concern over value 3.Relocalisation focuses on the reinforcement of local identity, and is often used as an economic and political resource; for example, the employment of 'local' staff (Kappler 2015:881) .
neutrality gives rise to the question: Did South Africans underestimate the spiritual aspect of transformation, or did social and political activists ask South Africans knowingly, and/or unknowingly, not just for 'economic and social compassion, but also for inner transformation' (Mooney 2014) , namely to: let go and shed layers of cultural sediment built up over time to allow the essence of our soul, our individual self, to emerge (as part of a lifelong process) from under the conventional and socially acceptable roles we play. (p. 119)
What does the African soul say? I will highlight just a few. A point of much concern is rootlessness 4 (Mugisha et al. 2016 :59, Woodhead 2007 coupled with anti-social behaviour (Ashforth 2000:232) amongst the African urban 5 middle classes (Krige 2015:105) combined with 'radical action with irresponsibility in their personal lives'. Higgins (2016) discovered through the eyes of a student:
I and my generation were without choice educated in a schooling environment that in its content orientated us away intellectually from our formative environments of home and community. This resulted in dangerously high levels of alienation as 'our affective imaginations progressively got anchored elsewhere', with the inevitable consequence that 'our own immediate world' became 'less real'. (pp. 4, 5) This is echoed by Makhanya who states that a 'sense of isolation and alienation' is experienced by many academic colleagues at the universities (Mabokela 2012:129-134; Makhanya 2011:2; Potgieter & Moleko 2004:80-95) . Such individuals can be susceptible to deformation. From the psychology field, this dynamics is described as a 'split-ego experience' or 'mismatch syndrome' characterised by high levels of anxiety and resistance; fear of rejection; intense conflict between ambivalent feelings of loyalty and disloyalty, trust and distrust, group cohesion and separation individuation need; and diffused versus rigid group borders (more individualistic) and the traditional community (with its communalistic values), intense anxiety and fear of rejection by their community (Van Dyk & Nefale 2005:49) -which lead to feelings of loneliness, hopelessness and anger and, very often, the person feels misunderstood (Ramirez 1999:1, 217) . As a result many Africans define themselves by the finiteness of materialisation, bypassing deeper spiritual transformation.
Secularisation indeed confuses the world view of the traditional and modern African, leading to the problematic nature of divorcing life (religion) from life (society) 6 and subsequently to moral failure (Senekoane 2013:319-332) or hitting 'the wall'. The sacred hitherto seems to become fragmented, even eroded. The tendency of presenting African spirituality as static calls our attention to the tidal process of reformation.
4.Rootlessness is understood to be 'loss of heritage' (Gibson 2013:165) .
5.
In South Africa, the urban population will increase from 34 1686 in 2014 to 49 103 in 2050. The United Nations predicts that 77% of the South African population will be urbanised by 2050 (United Nations 2014:21).
6.Society is seen as 'civilisation' -in other words, as the material and instrumental side of human culture (Senekoane 2013 
Tides and tendencies of reformation
To illustrate the kinds of tidal differences that flow in South Africa and to build (or surf) upon the foundation of the centripetal and centrifugal tides or approaches, I will now briefly review the African reformation, that is, a new understanding of God, yourself and others followed by joy as contra-tide 7 against deformation.
Reformation is a spiritual process in which the source experience and the changing circumstances of the time are creatively related to each other (Waaijman 2002:117) . To accomplish the above, a desire for reversal is needed (Waaijman 2002:462) , a U-turn back to the 'original orientation to God' (Waaijman 2002:462) which Hevi (2004:55) , an African moral theologian, calls 'primeval innocence'. Reformation is not a foreign concept for Africa. It is already built into African spirituality in the form of a 'challenge for authenticity' or a recapturing of 'Sankofa' -the articulation and active promotion of African moral rebirth, in a moral and spiritual sense (Hevi 2004:41, 102) . I am of the opinion that African spirituality's state of 'primeval innocence' corresponds with the transformation-stage reformation (aimed at the recovery of the original form of humans or the image of God) as described by Waaijman (2002:463, 514, 857) . In the same vein, African theologian Ngong (2010:63, 147) describes and advocates for a reformation of the 'African Christian imagination' in order to rectify the fractured spiritual connection, namely:
to call society back to reverence what should be marked as sacred, to what needs honoring and commemorating, if the highest manifestations and ambitions of a culture are to be sustained. (Misztal 2003:67-84) Everyday restoration of God's image per contra goes deeper and farther than the familiar. A respondent in a volunteer study displays how she is dissolved in and recreated by virtue of her 'new understanding of God' (Waaijman 2002:461, 463) :
It took me until I was almost 50 years old to believe that, in God's wisdom, we all have different gifts, and that [if] I take the place of somebody else that should be there [and then] I as well as the people there don't get the best they can get. (Favor 2004:245) Secondly, reformation occurs when a person begins to understand herself anew. Such a new understanding of self and self-worth is possible because of self-critique (Maluleke 2010:157) . Self-criticism is a 'continuous willingness to be examined anew, and if necessary to be transformed in the light of Scripture' (Smit 2011:325) . This self-understanding can make African spirituality deeply contextual. Rosado's (2008) observation is of note:
People's sense of self-worth, value and dignity is most often determined not only by the kind of support and encouragement they receive from others, but also from how willing they are to self-examine negative behaviors in their own life and in their cultural group. As soon as you get rid of your own dark spaces, you make space for the light. When you abandon the 'way of the world', the form of God is gaining a grip on you (Waaijman 2002:461) . As soon as a person changes, her or his views and insights change. A self-critical attitude (semper reformanda) liberates believers from the view that structures and agents are established, permanent and unchangeable. Here is an example. Although a stipend-paid volunteer compensation is lower than any other job, one volunteer participates because of the effort that she invested in her volunteering tasks: 'I do my job with love, passion in return for growth in me like any other job I would have to do' (Hunter & Ross 2013:755-756) .
In the third place, reformation entails a new understanding of others. When you understand God anew your understanding of fellow human beings outside of the traditional is also transformed -because you are transformed. Lefu (female, township) reported:
I learn more to build my own self, to know what is wrong, what is right and which is which, ja. God has forgiven me, because if you are a child of God you have to accept each other, White, Black or coloured. (Brittian, Lewin & Norris 2013:651) Agbiji and Swart's (2015) encouragement is of note:
It is only when you are self-critical of your own negative conduct that you are able to renounce the opulence and greed of corporate entrepreneurs and politicians who play such crucial roles in the pauperization of Africans and African nations. By being self-critical Africans will be and become able to realize with integrity the moral values upheld by all religious traditions' (including the oral tradition of African Traditional Religion) namely virtue, justice, the sanctity of human life, equality and human dignity. (p. 14) Why is reformation necessary? Reformation generates initiatives, opportunities and possibilities. Smit (2011) emphasises the importance of reformation and links it to self-critique:
The changing mentality of the times, namely a strong sense of social crisis and an awareness of the falling apart of the social order, and therefore the urgent need for new social order and reconstruction, plays a crucial role in the need for such a Reformed ethics -as will often again be the case in history, when social crises call for new and self-critical ethical projects. (p. 324) Maluleke (1996:24) states that self-criticism as part of spiritual transformation 'is not only progressive it is to be encouraged and to be admired' because it leads to freedom'. Spiritual transformation can grow 'out of the deep personal experience of the fragmentary or broken character of life leading one to discover a power that can overcome the sense of incompleteness' (Stumpf 1966:422) .
I briefly review the African reformation tides and tendencies, that is, a new understanding of God, oneself and others. I will now look at joy as another means of reformation and a contratide against deformation. I will track the dynamics of the http://www.hts.org.za Open Access
African spiritual-based concept of joy, as a bridge to new possibilities.
The contra-tide of joymotion
In the search for transformation, African spirituality is often described as a spirituality of joy (Hevi 2004:100; Kalilombe 1994:129; Mbiti 2006:21-23) from the centrifugal to the centripetal. At the heart of this spirituality is the conviction that 'the enjoyment of life is part of living' (Masango 2006:930) . Some regard this conviction as the summary of African spirituality. Firstly, it is the theme of Desmond Tutu's contribution in The Book of Joy (2016), then the basis of Hevi's 'The Spirit Set Free: African Spirituality in the Service of Hope and Joy ' (2004) , thirdly, it is the motif of life (Masango 2006:930) , next, it is regarded as the subject in some African proverbs (Pobee 1997:49, 109) , in the fifth place, it is one of the keys of African womenhood (Afotri 2004:95) and lastly it is reckoned as a source of fun (Oberholzer 2017 Taylor (2011; , James (2013), Coe and Hall (2010) , Mezirow and Taylor (2009) and Argyris and Schön (1996) .
The 'joy' theme appears in different contexts giving rise to different transformative trajectories. In at least three such contexts, Africans open themselves up to all the different experiences that life has to offer. Firstly, at the heart of spiritual transformation, Africans deal with joy as an awareness of God. The enjoyment of life implicates the appreciation of life (Bhengu 1996:64) and the 'Transcendent Being' (Gehman 2005:354) that gives life. At the same time, emotions or the absence thereof 'convince people that they are wrong in their behavior and need to submit to the advice of the diviner, and follow the traditions of the ancestors' (Gehman 2005:29) . Of special importance regarding awareness are the symbols of hair and colour. 'Five tufts' (of hair) symbol is said to be the Africa's antique hairstyle of joy, and represents the devotion and faithfulness one displays when doing a task required of one. Mpuannum means loyalty or the embodiment of lofty duty to a desired goal (Willis 1998) . For Xhosas, red represents vanity and joy (Macleod 2002:13) .
Secondly, joy is an orientation. Africans relate joy to God. 'God is joy' says Paynter (2003:176) . It is the expression of the Spirit (Hevi 2004:100) , and the conscious or unconscious experience of the Spirit sets you free when you experience and express inner freedom though spontaneous joy (Hevi 2004:100) . Joy is for some simply the most and devotional description of the Christian life available.
They pray: 'May you, o Lord, be for us a moon of joy and happiness' (The Tablet 1998). For others, joy is a key element in African worship' (Zamarron 2013) :
Everywhere in the world joy is the true expression of gratefulness. But not everywhere are the faces of God's children as transparent to that joy as in black Africa. (Steindl-Rast 1984:18) Next, Africans have an influential understanding of joy as a generator. Joy converts spiritual energy into physical energy originally intended to transcend a particular context. During a very intense spiritual musical experience like drumming, Africans are carried out (concordant with spiritual centripetality) beyond themselves to find themselves (Dewey 1980:199) . They encounter the divine through music (Oosthuizen 2016:8) and the drum is the chief activator (Spencer 1988:72) . The drum is also a symbol of joy (Mbiti 2006:21) , vibrating in the depths of the body and agitating the inner person to break out in praise of God and take action. When Africans hear the drum, they are reminded that 'all good things come ultimately from God, even the fruit of our labours' (Mbiti 2006:22) . A drummer's inaudible cross rhythm (body movements) is the clue to the drummer's most subtle joy (Kubik 1962:40) .
In the fourth place, the citing of relevant African proverbs in African congregations stirs the imagination and therefore better understanding. When they enjoy (Moon 2009:178) , they remember and see themselves agreeing with the truth being proclaimed (Pobee 1997:54) . It follows that joy is formative, cathargic and communal. Through dancing (as expression of gratitude, praise and joy in the presence of God), a person is strengthened spiritually (Oosthuizen 1976:21) . Finally, joy's power lies in its reciprocity. Identity is no longer 'irreducible and anaemic, something that has to be clung to and ferociously asserted' (Ticciati 2013:47) . Through joy, identity is experienced as 'guaranteed by God such that they need no longer to fight for it' (Ticciati 2013:47) . Joy's expanding relationality becomes a means of reformation, a movement or contratide against deformation.
The shifting sacred: The future is here
Can a time of transition be a time of transformation alla Reisenberger (2002:9) ? Can Africans journey from deformation through reformation to transformation? The content of the literature reviewed revealed that some literature about African spiritual transformation tends to focus on stagnation or the rights and abilities of the collective African. However, individual spiritual transformation is a means or way to redefine or establish what South Africans really stand for and are willing to uphold. Some Africans are already centripetal, dissolving in God and became transparent so that His light transforms communities. Others begin to acknowledge individuals (or communities) who play a leading and an active role in their own destiny (Kirsten 2004:7) . Joy for them is an awareness, an orientation and a generator, a full engagement with life, weaving seamlessly together the material and the spiritual.
Because God accommodates Africans 'pulse of life' (Block 1949:233) , their 'joymotions' can be accommodated or developed as sustainable transformative methodologies in meetings, classes, graduation ceremonies, sermons and lectures to spur the spiritual transformation that precedes social transformation. Spiritual centripetality of this nature (individual spiritual transformation, that is, individual responsibility before God and inspiration by God through joymotion) is not a focus on decolonisation as escapism transforming into verisimilitude. It is a possible vehicle or leads to centrifugal social action -a crown outcome of the current decolonisation debate. Africa has the ability to make themselves and the world rethink joy, helping all of us to understand an African spiritual centrifugality that says: 'I am because we are' and spiritual centripetality that says: 'We are because I am' (Dube 2006:151) . It is not a revolution of structures by agents. It is a revolution of the heart by the Spirit.
Conclusion
The current dispensation and recent global tendencies have, to a large extent, predisposed and influenced how Africans perceive transformation in South Africa. A compelling conclusion is that there is a need to reassess institutionalised transformation because tidal pool thinking can result in losing opportunities. The institutionalisation of transformation in South Africa, in short, requires a much more nuanced understanding of transformation because 'context counts' (Brown 2010:183) . Secondly, this literature review has provided an insight into the context and reality of a fracturing society on a multitude of levels. Nevertheless, all is not lost. Transformation of a society does not happen in a spiritual vacuum. Examining the outer horizon in South Africa, spiritual transformation is established as a sui generis [unique] aspect of African spirituality. African spirituality is the very air citizens breathe in. A third key conclusion is that although African spirituality seems to be full of ambiguity and fragmentedness, incongruent and inconsistent, it is not stagnant, a quick fix and definitely not permanent. It is dynamic and processual. As the tide ebbs, it leaves the shallows and takes with it old ideas and beliefs. The incoming tide or movement brings new concepts and surprising experiences.
Perhaps what policymakers should consider then is that transformation is also spiritual -not results, but processes; not a method, a structure or an agent, but a generator; and not permanence, but transformation in evolving concepts. A transformation agenda should appreciate and understand the construct of different people being on different journeys and in different stages, movements and tides in their journeys. Spiritual transformation is and can lead Africans towards a new spirituality. Joy is one of its surfboards.
